
FRANKFURT: Luxury sports carmaker Porsche
raced onto the Frankfurt stock exchange Thursday
with one of Europe’s biggest listings in years, lever-
aging its brand power to defy global market turmoil.

Its shares rose to over 84.70 euros ($81.90) in
morning trading, bettering the 82.50 euros price set
by its parent company Volkswagen, and outper-
forming a weak Frankfurt market. Even as markets
worldwide suffer from surging inflation and mount-
ing recession fears, the maker of the 911 sports car
has pushed ahead with the bold flotation that gives
Porsche a valuation of more than 76 billion euros.

The carmaker’s chief Oliver Blume said the listing
was a “historic moment for Porsche”, as he rang the
bell to mark the start of trading at the Frankfurt
exchange. “A big, proud day for all of us... We are
adding a new chapter to the unique history of
Porsche,” added Blume, who is also the CEO of the
wider German auto group Volkswagen.

Volkswagen is set to raise 9.4 billion euros ($9.2
billion) from the listing, with some to be ploughed
into the group’s shift to electric vehicles that is
bringing it into greater competition with US rival
Tesla. In terms of value of shares issued, Porsche’s is
the biggest stock market debut in Germany since
Deutsche Telekom’s in 1996, and the largest in
Europe since the 2011 flotation of Switzerland-
based commodities giant Glencore.

‘Crazy, cool’ 
Analysts have looked to the carmaker’s mar-

ket entry for some cheer against a morose eco-

nomic backdrop, with  investment  bank
Berenberg saying it could “offer a catalyst in an
industry sorely lacking positive surprises”. It has
generated buzz in Porsche’s home market of
Germany, where top tabloid Bild described it as
“crazy, cool, fast-paced”.

“Sports car icon Porsche goes full throttle and
races onto the stock market,” read a column in the
paper. It has also drawn interest from major
investors, including Qatar and Abu Dhabi’s public
investment funds, Norway’s sovereign wealth fund
and US asset management firm T. Rowe Price.

The IPO has seen 113.9 mill ion shares of
“Porsche AG” issued.

While the carmaker’s valuation is below some
earlier estimates, it still catapults it above rivals
such as BMW, with a valuation of 47 billion euros,
and Mercedes-Benz, with a 56-billion-euro capi-
talisation.

Electric drive 
Porsche has joined the electric drive of the

Volkswagen group, whose brands also include
Audi and Skoda, in earnest. The electric “Taycan”
has been the brand’s best-selling model since
January, an electric version of the “Macan” is due
in 2024, as well as the launch of a new SUV in the
middle of the decade. The electric strategy
includes building battery factories across Europe
and the US. Volkswagen announced this week it
will work with Belgian group Umicore to produce
battery materials.

The IPO sees preferential shares sold to
investors, which have no voting rights, while
Volkswagen is also selling 25 percent of the car-
maker to Porsche SE. The eponymous company is a
listed holding controlled by the Porsche-Piech fami-
ly, who in turn are the main shareholders in
Volkswagen. This means that Porsche SE will have a
blocking minority that will allow it to steer the
future of the company. Volkswagen hopes that list-

ing a minority stake in Porsche will push up its own
stock market value, which is 85 billion euros-just a
fraction of Tesla’s, at just over $900 billion.

While the Porsche IPO generated excitement,
concerns surrounding governance have been brew-
ing at Volkswagen. The dual role of Blume  — who
has kept the top job at Porsche, despite being
recently appointed CEO of Volkswagen group  —
has in particular raised eyebrows. —AFP
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BBC to cut 400 
staff at its
World Service
LONDON: Nearly 400 staff at BBC World Service
will lose their jobs as part of a cost-cutting program
and move to digital platforms, the broadcaster
announced on Thursday, paring down its Iranian-
language service among others.

The BBC, which marks its centenary next month,
said its international services needed to make sav-
ings of £28.5 million ($31 million) as part of wider
reductions of £500 million, which unions blamed on
the UK government. In July the broadcaster
detailed plans to merge BBC World News television
and its domestic UK equivalent into a single channel
to launch in April next year. BBC World Service-one
of the UK’s most recognisable global brands-cur-
rently operates in 41 languages around the world
with a weekly audience of some 364 million people.

But the corporation said audience habits were
changing and more people were accessing news
online, which along with a freeze on BBC funding
and increased operating costs meant a move to
“digital-first” made financial sense. “Today’s pro-
posals entail a net total of around 382 post clo-
sures,” the public service broadcaster said in an
online statement. Eleven language services-
Azerbaijani, Brasil, Marathi, Mundo, Punjabi,
Russian, Serbian, Sinhala, Thai, Turkish, and
Vietnamese-are already digital only.

Under the restructuring plans they will be joined
by seven more: Chinese, Gujarati, Igbo, Indonesian,
Pidgin, Urdu and Yoruba. Radio services in Arabic,
Persian, Kyrgyz, Hindi, Bengali, Chinese, Indonesian,

Tamil and Urdu will stop, if the proposals are
approved by staff and unions.

No language services will close, the broadcaster
insisted, although some production will move out of
London and schedules would change. The Thai
service will move to Bangkok, the Korean service to
Seoul and the Bangla service to Dhaka.

The “Focus on Africa” television bulletin will be
broadcast from Nairobi, it added. BBC World
Service director Liliane Landor said there was a
“compelling case” for expanding digital services, as
audiences had more than doubled since 2018. “The
way audiences are accessing news and content is
changing and the challenge of reaching and engag-
ing people around the world with quality, trusted
journalism is growing,” she added.

The head of the broadcasting union Bectu,
Philippa Childs, said they were disappointed at the
proposed changes. “While we recognize the BBC
must adapt to meet the challenges of a changing

media landscape, once again it is workers who are
hit by the government’s poorly judged political deci-
sions,” she said. The government’s freezing of the
license fee which pays for BBC World Service had
created the funding squeeze and the need for cuts,
she added. Bectu will push for staff to be redeployed
where possible and to ensure it “mitigates the needs
for any compulsory redundancies”, Childs said. BBC
World Service is funded out of the UK license fee-
currently £159 for a color TV and payable by every
household with a television set. 

The BBC has faced repeated claims from right-
wingers since the UK’s divisive Brexit referendum in
2016 of political bias, and pushing a “woke”,
London-centric liberal agenda. But it has faced sim-
ilar accusations of political bias in favor of the right
from the left. The government announced a freeze
on the license fee in January, in what was seen by
critics as an attempt to save the then-prime minister
Boris Johnson’s job. —AFP

FRANKFURT, Germany: Oliver Blume, CEO of German car producer Porsche AG, stands in front of a board dis-
playing the chart of Germany’s share index DAX during the launch of Porsche’s initial public offering (IPO) at
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange in Frankfurt am Main, western Germany, on September 29, 2022. —AFP

Hey big spender: 
Tax breaks and
huge outlays
LONDON: The United Kingdom’s new budget
is part tax breaks inspired by “trickle-down
economics”, part massive borrowing to fund a
costly freeze on energy bills following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.

Here is what you need to know about this
unlikely blend of measures:

Wealth ‘trickling down’ 
The tax cuts announced by the UK govern-

ment echo those in the United States under
Republican presidents Donald Trump in 2017
and Ronald Reagan in the 1980s. Inspired by
“trickle-down economics”, the theory holds
that lower taxes on the rich give them more
cash to spend, creating growth and jobs for the
benefit of all.

The theory is hotly contested. A study pub-
lished in 2020 by the London School of
Economics found “economic performance, as
measured by real GDP per capita and the
unemployment rate, is not significantly affected
by major tax cuts for the rich”.

Researchers drew their conclusions after
looking at data from 18 countries from the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), including the United
Kingdom and the United States, over five
decades. Critics charge the new measures will
benefit the rich far more than the poorest, as
millions of Britons suffer from a cost-of-living
crisis. But Prime Minister Liz Truss has dis-
missed accusations the tax breaks for the
wealthy were unfair as “people on higher
incomes generally pay more tax”.

Massive public spending 
In the 1980s, then Conservative prime minis-

ter Margaret Thatcher also introduced tax
cuts-but she simultaneously cut public spend-
ing. But the new government has done the
opposite.

“Usually, when tax cuts are announced, gov-
ernments also announce a reduction in spend-
ing or other tax increases to show they are
serious,” said Belgium-based economist
Gregory Claeys.

But in the United Kingdom today “it’s being
combined with extra expenses, an enormous
package” of spending, he said. With UK public
debt already at around 100 percent of GDP,
economists estimate that the whole economic
package will cost £100 billion to £200 billion-
on top of financial aid already earmarked to
deal with the energy crisis. Credit ratings
agency Moody’s has warned about the debt
impact of the new tax-slashing budget.

“The Treasury estimates that a two-year
cap on energy bills for households and busi-
nesses will cost £60 billion (2.4 percent of
GDP) over the next six months and will be
funded largely by new borrowing,” it said. The
ratings agency has called Britain’s new fiscal
policy regime “credit negative”, adding that a
sustained confidence shock could “permanent-
ly” weaken its debt affordability.

Finance Minister Kwasi Kwarteng’s big tax
cuts and energy price freeze, aimed at boosting
the recession-threatened economy, appears to
have had the opposite effect. The British pound
sunk to a record low against the dollar on
Monday on concerns the tax-cut plan could
derail public finances, though it then rebound-
ed the next day. The measures also come as the
Bank of England is hiking interest rates in a bid
to cool decades-high inflation. — AFP

Porsche ignites blockbuster 
IPO, defying market turmoil

Carmaker seeks to leverage its brand power to overcome downturn

Chinese EV maker 
Leapmotor dives 42% 
on Hong Kong debut
BEIJING: Chinese electric vehicle manufacturer
Zhejiang Leapmotor Technology suffered Hong
Kong’s worst trading debut so far this year, plung-
ing more than 40 percent on Thursday morning.

Leapmotor raised around $800 million earlier
this month with an initial public offering that saw its
shares sold for HK$48 ($6.11). But on its first day of
trading Thursday, it tumbled as much as 41.6 per-
cent to HK$28.05, the steepest first-day decline by
a listing larger than $250 million in Hong Kong this
year according to Bloomberg News.

Another Chinese company saw a disappointing
start to trade on Thursday. Onewo Inc, the property
management unit of real estate developer China
Vanke, sank 7.9 percent to HK$45.45 after raising
around $739 million in its IPO.

Hong Kong used to be a bonanza location for
Chinese IPOs with investors frequently seeing
handsome spikes on the first day of trading. But
ongoing concerns about the state of China’s econo-
my under strict zero-Covid controls, combined with
global market anxiety as the Federal Reserve turns
increasingly hawkish to control spiraling inflation
has hit Hong Kong’s already troubled stock market.

Hong Kong has one of the worst performing
major bourses, sliding steadily since February 2021.

The Hang Seng Index, which tracks major com-
panies, has lost more than 25 percent so far this
year. Half of the firms that have listed in the city so
far this year and raised more than $100 million have
fallen on their first day, according to Bloomberg
News data.

Founded in 2015, Leapmotor focuses on the mid-
to high-end EV market with a price range of
150,000 to 300,000 yuan ($21,400-$42,800).
China’s electric car market is particularly competi-
tive, with manufacturers jostling to take advantage
of an industry boosted in recent months by gener-
ous purchase subsidies from local governments.

China’s EV market is huge, covering everything

from luxury vehicles to more affordable models.
Manufacturer Wuling last year sold 400,000

Mini EV vehicles, a mass market super compact
with a price tag of $4,000. The best-selling
European electric car is the Renault Zoe, of which
77,000 were sold last year. —AFP

BEIJING: Chinese electric vehicle manufacturer Zhejiang
Leapmotor Technology suffered Hong Kong’s worst trad-
ing debut so far this year, plunging more than 40 percent
on Thursday morning.

US unveils new 
rules to track 
shell companies
WASHINGTON: The US Treasury on Thursday
unveiled new rules that will require firms doing
business in the country to disclose their owner-
ship, a move designed to crack down on corrup-
tion, money laundering and tax evasion by shell
companies.

The tougher requirements will apply to firms
backed by Russian oligarchs that have tried to
evade sanctions imposed over the invasion of
Ukraine, Treasury said in a statement. “For too long,
it has been far too easy for criminals, Russian oli-
garchs, and other bad actors to fund their illicit

activity by hiding and moving money through
anonymous shell companies and other corporate
structures right here in the United States,” said
Himamauli Das, acting director of Treasury’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN).

“This final rule is a significant step forward in our
efforts to support national security, intelligence, and
law enforcement agencies in their work to curb illic-
it activities.” The requirements take effect January 1,
2024 for any company created or registered to do
business in the United States, according to the
announcement. Existing firms will have one year to
make their first report.

The move, part of President Joe Biden’s govern-
ment-wide effort to counter graft and corruption,
closes loopholes in US efforts to counter money
laundering and improve transparency. Treasury said
illicit actors frequently use corporate structures
such as shell and front companies to hide their iden-
tities and launder their ill-gotten gains through the

United States, but the rules will create a database of
beneficial owners of these firms. The reporting pro-
visions are required under the Corporate
Transparency Act (CTA) approved by Congress in
early 2021. — AFP
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